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Introducing NEW High Altitude™ premium roast coffee.
We’ve collected these extraordinary coffees from around the world and reserved them
exclusively for our High Altitude™.

Create your own signature coffee line with this exceptional global collection. Hand picked and
sun dried, these 100% Arabica beans are custom roasted using our state-of-the-art Scolari
roasting system. Our roast profiles range from light roasts to medium and dark roasts, and we
offer a decaffeinated blend for coffee connoisseurs of every variety. The premium High
Altitude line offers five signature blends:
 Rio Samba™ yields a silky, medium roasted blend of South American beans with an
amazingly rich aroma. Each sip delivers toasty, nutty layers of flavor with a pleasing
finish. The ideal flavor profile for crafting richly smooth cold brews.
 Sumatra Blend boasts a complex, medium to dark roast blend from Indonesia. It
consists of warm chocolate notes, bold layered flavor and a smooth finish.
 Papua New Guinea, a medium roast coffee, is grown in the very mountains of Papua
New Guinea. Each cup has a smooth, slightly sweet, well-balanced flavor with a hint of
fruitiness from the Albizzia berry trees that grow on the same land.
 Blonde Roast, a mellow, light roasted coffee, yields a pleasant and pleasing variety of
fruit notes and a balanced finish.
 Swiss Water® Naturally Decaffeinated undergoes Swiss Water® decaffeination, a
gentle, 100% chemical-free process that offers all the bright and balanced flavor of a
medium roast without the caffeine.
Each blend offers a unique taste and finish. These fine coffees will elevate your beverage
offering and guarantee a superb customer experience that is perfect for service in high-end
restaurants. Additionally, we offer beautiful custom point-of-sale for coffee houses and cafes.

High Altitude™ premium roast coffee is available in 3oz. fraction packs, each containing the
industry leading Fresh Pack™ value for ultimate fresh roast taste.
At Red Diamond, we are driven by an obsession to provide a world-class coffee and tea
experience. Since 1906, the cornerstone of our company has been our commitment to
unparalleled quality, innovation and customer service. Expect Perfection.
We’ll help you serve the perfect cup. Every day.
For more information visit www.reddiamondbevservice.com.
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